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Abstract
Colour histograms are the most dominate tech-

nique for image indexing based on image colour content.
The colour histogram approach approximates a three-
dimensional colour distribution of an image to a three-
dimensional colour histogram. This paper describes im-
age retrieval experiments using a novel Gamut Intersec-
tion approach. Gamut Intersection is an attempt of ap-
proximating an images’ three-dimensional colour distri-
bution by projecting it onto two orthogonal projection
planes defined in the rgb-cube. This results in two 0 1
binary two-dimensional images which we use as our im-
age descriptors. The method retains the advantages of
colour histograms such as a simple computation, robust-
ness to image rotation, image scaling and distribution
of objects in the image. When comparing our method
with a 16× 16× 16 histogram approach, we found that
our new approach performs favorably, or equally well, to
histograms for all the, 25, test images.

Introduction and related work
The need for content-based image retrieval methods

requires a selection of simple and effective image fea-
tures for comparing images based on their overall ap-
pearance. Although numerous techniques have been pro-
posed throughout the years, many of the content based
image retrieval problems remain unsolved. Especially a
problem relating to which features are sufficient to de-
scribe an image has been thoroughly investigated since
the early 1990’s. Nevertheless colour is agreed to be
one of the most important and thus widely used features
in image indexing and retrieval. The use of colour his-
togram has been and still is a common approach in colour
image indexing. Histogram-based image indexing was
originally described by Swain and Ballard.1 Although
a number of modifications to image indexing using both
global and local histograms have been proposed2–8 the
actual technique is still very much the same. Advantages
of colour histogram methods are its compactness and in-
variance to scaling and rotation. However, there are also
some disadvantages such as the problems associated with
quantization and bin misalignment.

Colour histograms are widely used alone or in com-
bination with texture and shape information, for exam-
ple by,910 and.11 The idea of colour-based image re-
trieval techniques, including histogram indexing, is to re-
trieve images that have perceptually similar colours to the
user’s query image.

Besides colour histogram, several other colour
based methods have been developed. They include

Colour Moments and Cumulative Colour,3 Colour
Sets,6, 12 Colour Correlogram,13 colour signatures and
local colour regions,14 colour coherent vectors,15 and
blobs.16

Image indexing by gamut intersection
Before we describe our new method let us consider

colour distributions in the rgb space, of two arbitrary
colour images. Examples of such distributions are shown
in Figures 1:A and 1:B.

Figure 1. 1:A and 1:B show colour disributions of arbitrary im-

ages in the rgb space. 1:C shows the same colour distributions

superimposed onto each other.

Although, the rgb colour distributions depicted in
the Figures 1:A and 1:B are specific to the actual images;
they are similar in a number of ways. For example, we
note that the data is elongated along the grey axis, i.e.
the line segment from point [0,0,0] to [1,1,1] or black to
white. Further, the data is stretched significantly less in
the other directions. Having said that, we note that there
is a clear difference between the colour distributions of
the two images, which is especially evident when we su-
perimpose the two images onto each other as is shown in
the Figure 1:C.

As an outcome of the previous discussion, we pro-
pose a method based on the level of difference between
the rgb distributions of the images. To achieve this we
define a new image descriptor based on the image gamut
as well as a metric to compare two descriptors.

A projection approach to image retrieval
From Figure 1:C we might wonder if it is possible to

use the difference between the two rgb gamuts as a means
for comparing the images. However, for such an ap-
proach to be successful it is necessary to store the whole
image gamut as our image descriptor which means that
we would lose one of the most significant advantages of
colour histograms, namely, compactness. Instead of us-
ing the complete three-dimensional image gamut as our
descriptor, for approximation, we propose to use the pro-
jection of the gamut onto two orthogonal planes; these
are chosen such that the grey-axis is defined in the space



of each plane. Prior to motivating our choice for the two
projection planes, we start by giving a formal definition.
The first plane which we call P1 is defined as:

P1 = α [1 1 0]T +β [0 0 1]T (1)

where α and β are scalars.
Similarly, the second projection plane is defined as:

P2 = α [1 0 0.5]T +β [0 1 0.5]T (2)

Considering a unite cube the two planes are shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The two orthogonal planes P1 and P2.

The most important motivation for choosing the
projection planes defined in Equations (1) and (2), is
that the planes should be orthogonal to ensure that the
projects are linearly independent and that both planes
should contain the grey-axis since the colour distribu-
tions are elongated along this axis as illustrated in Figure
1. Having defined the planes, P1 and P2, we need to de-
fine the projection operators which take any point p in the
rgb space to P1 and P2 respectively. For P1 the projection
operator is defined as:

PO1 = P1

(
PT

1 P1

)−1
PT

1 (3)

Similarly, for P2 the projection operator is defined as:

PO2 = P2

(
PT

2 P2

)−1
PT

2 (4)

If we orthonormalize the vectors in both P1 and P2 such
that:

PT
1 P1 = PT

2 P2 = I (5)

where I is the identity matrix, then the projections oper-
ators one the respective planes can be rewritten as:

PO1 = P1PT
1 (6)

and

PO2 = P2PT
2 (7)

Now, if we project the rgb data of an image M onto P1 and
P2 we will get two matrices which represent the three di-
mensional colour gamuts in the two-dimensional spaces
of the respective planes. Let us define the first of these
matrices as:

Q = MPO1 (8)

Figure 3. The projection of an arbitrary image onto planes Q and

W .

and the second matrix as:

W = MPO2 (9)

Figure 3 shows the projection of an arbitrary image onto
Q and W . We note that both Q and W are n×3 matrices
where n is the number of pixels in the image M. We
know, however, that any point in Q or W is defined in a
two-dimensional plane. Thus, we are able to reduce the
dimensionality of both Q and W to n×2. With reference
to Figure 2 we can define the two axes for the first plane,
P1 as:

q̂1 =
√

q2
1 +q2

2 (10)

q̂2 = q3

where q1, q2 and q3 are coordinates of a point defined on
the plane P1 and are entries in the first, second and third
columns of matrix Q. Similarly, by referring to Figure 2,
we define the two dimensional coordinates of a point in
plane P2. A point in a plane P2 is defined by matrix W
and has following maximum values along x, y and z axis
in the rgb-cube

w1max = w2max = w3max = 255 (11)

With reference to Figure 2 the maximum values the two
dimensional coordinates of a point in P2 defined by ma-
trix Ŵ are:

ŵ1max =

√
w2

1max +
(w3max

2

)2
(12)

ŵ2max =

√
w2

2max +
(w3max

2

)2

now two dimensional coordinates of a point in Ŵ can be
calculated as follows

ŵ1 = w1 ∗
(

ŵ1max

w1max

)
(13)

ŵ2 = w2 ∗
(

ŵ2max

w2max

)

Considering the new two-dimensional matrices
Q̂ and Ŵ , as well as the representation of projection
planes P1 and P2 plotted in Figure 2 and that of the
example given in Figure 3; the size of Q̂ and Ŵ is
dependent solely on the dimensionality of the rgb colour



distribution. Said differently, the size of the matrices Q̂
and Ŵ is not related to the original size of the image M
but rather to the size of the colour space. Given that the
white point in the rgb is defined as point [255 255 255]
then the dimensions of Q̂ will be 255×

√
2552 +2552

and the size of Ŵ

Ŵ will be

√
2552 +

(
255
2

)2×
√

2552 +
(

255
2

)2

or after factorization

[255×255
√

2] and [ 255
2

√
5× 255

2

√
5].

Describing the gamut projection as a 0 1 bi-
nary image

We started our discussion by assuming that; it is
possible to assess the similarity between two images
based on the difference between their respective gamuts.
Thus far, we have defined two two-dimensional matri-
ces Q̂ and Ŵ which serve to approximate the shape of
the gamut in two dimensional spaces, however, both Q̂
and Ŵ include some added information about the gamut,
namely, the density or the number of points in the orig-
inal three dimensional space which will project onto the
same point in Q̂, i.e. [q̂1 j q̂2 j] or equivalently the same
point in Ŵ , i.e. [ŵ1 j ŵ2 j], where j is an index. Using
these matrices as our image descriptor is inefficient as it
requires saving two additional matrices of a size that is
equivalent to the original image. Further, we are only in-
terested in the shape and distribution of the gamut rather
than the density of the points in the projection planes. We
thus propose to represent Q̂ and Ŵ as 0 1 binary images
where any point in the image can only have a value of
one or zero. For Q̂, the transformation which results in
the removal of the density information is defined as:

Q̂b (x,y) =
{

1 i f x = q̂1 j and y = q̂2 j
0 i f x �= q̂1 j or y �= q̂2 j

}
(14)

where Q̂b is a matrix that has the same size as Q̂, i.e.
n× 2. Equally, for the second projection image Ŵ the 0
1 binary image is defined as:

Ŵb (x,y) =
{

1 i f x = ŵ1 j and y = ŵ2 j
0 i f x �= ŵ1 j or y �= ŵ2 j

}
(15)

following the same procedure as before Ŵb is a matrix
which has the same size as Ŵ .

As an example we show a sample image form the
MPEG7 database Figure 4 together with its binary pro-
jections Q̂b and Ŵb.

The similarity of projection images
Now we need to define a similarity metric to com-

pare projection images. Having calculated the projection
images for all the images in a database we need a similar-
ity metric; in this paper we propose using the difference
between the projection images. For the projection im-
ages, Q̂b and Ŵb, we define the difference as:

Figure 4. Projection of colour distribution onto the projection

planes: right - source image, Q̂b, left and Ŵb, middle.

D
(

Q̂b− Q̂i
b

)
= Q̂b

⋃
Q̂i

b− Q̂b

⋂
Q̂i

b (16)

D
(

Ŵb−Ŵ i
b

)
= Ŵb

⋃
Ŵ i

b−Ŵb

⋂
Ŵ i

b (17)

Said in words, the difference between two projec-
tion images is equal to the intersection of the white pix-
els subtracted from their union. Note that the index i in
Equation (16) indicates the ith image in the database.

As an example, we show the projection images Q̂b,
left and middle images in Figure 5, for two similar im-
ages from the MPEG7 database as well as their differ-
ence as defined in Equation (16).

Figure 5. Projection images similarity: the left most and the

middle images show projection images of two similar images; right

- their projection similarity.

Finally, the total difference between two images M
and Mi is defined as the sum:

D
(

M−Mi
)

= D
(

Q̂b− Q̂i
b

)
+D

(
Ŵb−Ŵ i

b

)
(18)

The first image in Figure 5 shows that some pixels
are scattered or disconnected in a fashion which might
result in a higher value of images difference than the one
images actually should have. To address this problem we
use the fillhole algorithm17 on 4-connected neighbour-
hood and a median filter (on a 7-by-7 neighbourhood).
As a result, small holes in the projection images are sub-
stituted with a filled region and the effect of the scat-
tered pixels which lie outside the dense white region is
reduced. The result of applying these processing steps is
shown in the middle and most right images in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Projection images similarity: the left most and the

middle images show projection images of two similar images; right

- their projection similarity.

The similarity between the same pair of images as
in Figure 5 after described pre-processing steps is shown
in Figure 7.



Figure 7. Projection images similarity: 2 compared projection

images, left and middle, right - their projection similarity.

Pre-processed projection images will be used as our
image descriptors in the following section.

Experiment and results
Our experiment was performed on MPEG7 image

database. This database is commonly used for testing
image retrieval algorithms; and is considered to be rea-
sonably large and representative as it consists of 5466
images, covering a wide range of photographic images
and sequences of video frames. Further, the database
includes 50 ground-truth image sets each consisting of
between 2 and 32 similar images. Thus, a successful
indexing will return all images in a particular ground-
truth set plus the query image itself. In our experiment
25 ground-truth query images were indexed and ranked
using colour histogram with 16× 16× 16 bins and our
novel gamut intersection approach. Results from the two
approaches were compared and showed that our new ap-
proach performs favorably to histograms for almost all
the test images. The results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Image retrieval results using color histogram
and gamut intersection approaches.

Query image N NH NI
1-4 15 15/15 15/15
5 15 15/28 15/17
6 6 6/6 6/6
7-15 11 11/11 11/11
16 24 24/24 24/24
17 5 5/24 5/5
18 2 2/2 2/2
19 8 8/8 8/8
20-21 3 3/3 3/3
22 7 7/7 7/7
23 4 4/4 4/4
24 5 4/10 5/5
25 6 4/21 6/13

Where N is the size of the ground-truth set; NH is
the ratio between retrieved images from the ground-truth
set using colour histogram approach and the size of the
ground-truth set; NI is the ratio between retrieved images
from the ground-truth set using Gamut intersection and
the size of the ground-truth set.

Conclusion
In this paper we presented a novel approach to im-

age indexing based on colour distributions’ gamut inter-
section. It approximates image colour distribution by
projecting it onto two orthogonal projection planes which
produces projection images to be used for image compar-

ison. The gamut intersection approach matches colour
histograms’ advantages, such as a compact and simple
computation, robustness to image rotation, image scal-
ing and distribution of objects in the image. Our ex-
periments performed on 25 images from the MPEG7
database show that the gamut intersection approach per-
forms favorably or equally well when compared with a
16×16×16 bin histogram. However, it should be men-
tioned that achieved result is based on the 25 test images
and an experiment based on different test images might
come to a different conclusion.
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